THE CLASS GOES SHOPPING
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2. How to know when socks
or stockings are long
enough?
3. The amount to pay for
hosierv?
on
4. The number of r socks or
stockings   to   keep
hand?
 A well-fitting sock or stocking
fits without stretching when
new. Socks should extend
4"-6" above the shoe; stock-
ings to 6" above the knee.
The amount to pay for each
pair of hosiery and for a
year's supply should be in
proportion to other items in
the wardrobe. One's cloth-
ing budget gives the answer.
The number needed depends
on the use of sturdy ones for
work and play, the care with
which new ones are fitted,
the length of time between
wearing and washing them,
and on the variety of colors
one has in shirts, blouses,
suits, or skirts/
As plans are made for the excursion to the store, the pupils
consider how to approach a salesperson, and what questions
to ask him. Other points of courtesy in shopping and the
obligation of the buyer in the selection, touching, purchase,
and exchange of goods may enter the discussion.
Facts which are learned on the field trip are real to the
children when told to them by one who actually sells the
articles. Better conclusions are drawn from the trip when
what each has seen and talked about is shared with the class
in a general discussion following it. Details of what each
pupil has learned may be discovered in this way, and by an
objective test given later, if that seems desirable. If a written
report is somewhat removed from the excursion and made
part of a general review, perspective often produces better
judgments, and the pleasurable values of the experience are
not overshadowed by concern about the written report
* Ibid., pp. 120-123.

